We, study the friction between two juxtaposed leptodermous systems in relative motion, arising from .the exchang~ of particles between them. 'For gently curved geomet~ies a proximity treatment is valid and leads to a factorization into a simple geo1netrical factor and a universal key function related to the flux between two parallel surfaces as a function of their separation.
Introduction
A·vaxiety of experim~nts have established the importance of dissipative processes in nuclear dynamics.
At moderate energies'· where the nucleon mean free path is long, the dissipation is expected to be predominantly produced by the inelastic collisions of individual nucleons with the time-dependent average singleparticle potential. This one-body dissipation mechanism has received increased interest in recent time l-3 } .
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In particular, ref.
explores simple formulas for the dissipation rate, based on a picture of independent classical particles confined by a timed~pendent container.
In the simplest version, this picture assumes that for colliding nuclei the individual nucleons are exchanged via a sharply defined and fully open window 3 , 4 ).
Although qualitatively correct, this treatment neglects the diffuseness of the nuclear surface. If quantitative applications are to be made the separation dependence of the friction must be treated with the same care ~hat is accorded to the conservative part of the force between the nuclei.
In this paper the calculation of the one-body friction between nuclei is brought to the same level of ' ' 0 0 ~ .; 0
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•"!I The above expression for ~ was derived for a window with unit area. In general that expression must be integrated -over the entire proximity region, taking An approximate but quite general scheme for calculating the total flux is described in the following section; the treatment is analogous to the calculation of the proximity potential between leptodermous systems S)
The fact that the nuclear one-body friction for nuclear collisions can be treated by the proximity scheme was recently pointed out in the literature 6 ) 3. Proximity treatment
Consider two juxtaposed leptodermous systems with slightly curved su~faces.
In the limit of small curvature the local flux from one syst~m to the other depends only on the separation s between the local elements of the two surfaces. T6 leading order, this separation has a quadratic dependence on the distance
from the point of smallest separation:
Hence da = 2n ~ ds and the integral can be reduced, in the usual way, to a one-dimensional integral over the surface separation s : Laboratory where the bulk of this work was carried out.
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The universal proximity transparency. functi6n ~(~) and its first four incomplete moments 
